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# Novel genetic fitting algorithms and statistical error analysis methods for X-ray reflectivity analysis

This thesis deals with X-ray reflectivity (XRR) analysis. XRR is a very accurate technique for the metrology of thin films but the analysis of measurements has been difficult thus limiting every day material research. In this thesis, novel genetic algorithms (GAs) for XRR curve fitting and statistical error analysis methods are developed. The XRR analysis utilizes very accurate Parratt’s formalism combined with Nevot-Croce interface roughness. The analysis concentrates on the atomic layer deposited materials by using models mimicking their properties. The properties of GAs are studied using aluminium oxide/zinc oxide nanolaminate models. Models of aluminium oxide layers on silicon substrate are used in the case of the error analysis.

The demonstrated novel GAs are utilizing the rotation of coordinates during the crossover phase to reduce interparameter dependencies. The new basis is formed from the eigenvectors of Hessian and statistical covariance matrices. The crossover is performed in the rotated coordinates and the new combinations are transformed back to the original coordinates. It is shown that the coordinate rotation improves the convergence properties of GAs in complex XRR curve fitting problems and a statistical approach is more powerful than the Hessian matrix method. Furthermore, a GA using independent component analysis gives additional robustness to the curve fitting by utilizing a nonorthogonal linear transformation technique.

The interdependency of XRR parameters is studied using fitness landscapes. The fitness landscape analysis utilizes subspace projection of the original parameter space where the projection is done using an experimental model. The work reveals that the error in the determined mass density can compensate the error in surface roughness thus diminishing the accuracy of both of these parameters. This result is also verified later with other methods.

The effect of Poisson noise on the accuracy of XRR analysis is studied statistically. Thickness determination accuracy of an aluminium oxide layer is ±0.09 nm with 99% confidence in the studied case which represents the lower limit for the error. Here the analysis assumed a perfect fit to the measurement. The upper error is achieved by taking into account a nonideal fit by separating the effect of noise from the fitness value. In a case of the studied measurement, the determined thickness error is ±0.12 nm with 99% confidence.
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1 Introduction

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) [1, 2], a conformal thin film coating method, has reached wide attention in IC industry and on nanoscience field in general due to its capability to fabricate conformal pinhole–free layers with the thickness control in subnanometer range [3]. The conventional application of ALD has been in the fabrication of materials for electroluminescence displays for last decades but nowadays ALD has emerged for 45 nm CMOS technology [4–6]. Furthermore, ALD has obtained wider attention due to its flexibility for a wide class of applications, for instance, in the fabrication of visually invisible protective layers to prevent tarnishing, insulators [7] and conductive [8] materials for transparent electronics, hard coatings [9], diffusion barriers [10], materials compatible with plastics [11, 12], synthetic functional nanolaminates [13] and many others [14, 15].

Thickness determination is a challenge in the field of thin film coating. The oldest approach for thickness determination of ALD samples is to check an interference colour visually. The approach is especially useful when the uniformity of layers should be detected from large substrate areas but the method is imprecise in the determination of absolute thickness. One limiting factor in the accuracy is the altering interference colour as a function of refractive index but one can somewhat circumvent this problem by using ellipsometry. However, the refractive index can also change as a function of thickness [16–18] or depth [19] and therefore a separate determination of the optical properties of film material is still necessary for accurate thickness determination in some cases [20]. This so–called thickness–optical property correlation can be overcome by using x–ray reflectivity (XRR [21, 22]) for the thickness determination and subsequently, the fixed XRR thickness in the ellipsometric analysis [23]. Afterwards ellipsometry can, in principle, be used for materials having similar optical properties for accurate thickness determination. Although this approach has still some correspondence problems between ellipsometry and XRR results [24–26], it shows that XRR has an important role in thickness measurements.

The major benefit of XRR is very good accuracy in the thickness determination due to short wavelength of x–rays. In addition to the thickness, the method also provides information from the mass density and interfacial roughnesses of the layer structure. The analysis of reflectivity measurements is not simple and a plethora of analysis methods has been developed. The techniques include phaseless inverse scattering
methods [27–29], Fourier analysis related techniques [30–33], the moments analysis method [34], groove tracking method [35–42], wavelet analysis [43–45], the method based on distorted Born approximation [46], the successive descent method [47], the maximum entropy method [48], the Bayesian approach for reflectivity data analysis [49], techniques using parametric B–splines [50] or Chebyshev series [51] and the technique mixing different methods [52]. Some of these methods are reviewed in [53].

The above mentioned techniques are, however, less accurate than the analysis based on Parratt’s formalism [54] with roughness approximations [55]. In this approach, a theoretical curve is fitted to the measurement using techniques such as simulated annealing [51, 56–58], the simplex method [50, 56] or evolutionary methods [56, 59–63]. It is worth mentioning that these latter techniques are protected by several patents [64–68]. Despite the recent development in accurate XRR analysis, it is not uncommon that scientists fail to fit even the simplest XRR curves to a measurement in every day research. A lot of time is wasted into the trial–and–error fitting procedure which could be automatized to be fast and repeatable. Also rarely studied ambiguity in XRR [58, 69] has been a significant topic to be investigated. The accuracy of XRR is known by skilled experimentalists on an intuitive level but a precise formulation or a method for objective error limit determination has been missing. Since the potential of XRR has not been fully exploited, the analysis of XRR measurements has been restricted thus limiting material research.

In this thesis, the fitting of XRR curves and the error analysis is developed using ALD layer models in XRR curve calculations. The main focus of this thesis was to improve the performance of fitting algorithms for XRR analysis in the case of very complex layer structures. The other goal was to develop objective methods for XRR error analysis using simple layer structures as test cases. The thesis consists of five chapters after this introduction. Chapter 2 discusses atomic–layer–deposited materials and XRR. In chapter 3, the background for the novel fitting algorithms and the novel error analysis methods is presented. The results based on the background are presented in section 4. Finally, a summary is given in chapter 5. The publications included in this dissertation can be found after the references.
2 Experimental background

This chapter introduces the atomic–layer–deposited materials and the characterization technique utilized in this work. Section 2.1 outlines studied ALD materials and section 2.2 introduces the details of XRR.

2.1 Atomic layer deposition and materials

In atomic layer deposition the source gases are introduced sequentially \cite{70} and the growth is digitally controlled, as illustrated in figure 2.1. The simplest models describing the growth of ALD films assume that precursors have infinite reactivity and therefore gas distribution and temperature are not affecting the layer growth. However, the exact growth rate depends, e.g., on the growth temperature, concentration of the precursors in the reactor, surface chemistry in the beginning of the growth, precursor etching and on hardware dependent factors \cite{70–72}.

Nonideal growth can degrade the quality of the film by affecting the local layer growth or can change the growth per cycle. Hardware can, for instance, affect the

![Figure 2.1: Sequential gas phases in ALD cycles. Pulse A means the introduction of gas A. Purge means the evacuation of precursors. Pulse B introduces the other material component to the reactor and subsequent purge removes unreacted species.](image-url)
local growth rate via a nonuniform heating profile. In principle, the sample should be as small as possible compared to the dimensions of the reactor, otherwise heat gradients from the heaters to heat sinks affect the precursor reactivity. Possible heat sinks are, e.g., metallic holders connected to the cold walled rack.

Another significant factor causing nonideal growth in local scale is nonuniformly distributed source gases. In the perpendicular type design, shown in figure 2.2(a), the precursors are introduced above the center of the wafer. Although the geometry is beneficial due to its simplicity, the disadvantage in the deposition is the decreasing concentration along the radius of the wafer meanwhile the unit area needing to be coated in the radial direction increases. In a crossover reactor, shown in figure 2.2(b), the precursors are introduced parallel to the wafer surface. The difficulty with this design is to get laminar flow of gases without abrupt edges or gas pockets causing intermixing of precursors in gas phase. In practice this is difficult since the flow profile is nonuniform and some special designs are required to obtain nearly uniform gas distribution in the reactor. Naturally these designs are not perfect which is seen as local variations in the thickness.

One of the factors causing large scale nonlinear growth of thickness is choking, for
instance. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the increase of pressure in ALD due to choking of a filter. Overdosing of precursors, which is necessary in ALD fabrication, increases dirt in the filter and the pressure in gas lines drifts up. Since the partial pressure of the evaporated liquid precursor depends on the pressure difference between the vapour pressure of the liquid and the line pressure, the concentration of the precursor in each pulse drifts down with time. Similar drifting is caused by the decreasing partial pressure of the vapour precursor if the time between pulses is not enough for the precursor to reach equilibrium between liquid and gaseous forms. These factors cause the layer growth to be slightly sublinear. The regular maintenance of hardware plays a role if repeatable growth per cycle is kept constant. Maintenance affects, however, the exact pressure drop in the filter and verification measurements should be done to find a new operational point for the hardware. Thus accurate thickness determination methods as verification tools are needed for the precise determination of growth per cycle. Although the growth per cycle may vary along the wafer, the variation is less detrimental with ALD than with other fabrication methods, like in chemical vapour deposition methods. Other significant benefit of ALD is almost ideally growing oxide materials which are not vulnerable for the oxidation of surfaces in atmosphere. Thus interfacial layers are not causing systematic errors in determined thicknesses.

As the above discussion showed, one can avoid the most of the growth nonidealities by a careful fabrication of an ALD film. In such a case, an uniform and pinhole–free layer with the accurate thickness control is obtained and provided for the study.
of characterization methods. In this thesis two kinds of ideal ALD materials were studied using x–ray reflectivity. One was aluminium oxide (AlO) deposited on silicon substrates in trimethylaluminium (TMA)/water process. This process is well known both on a theoretical and practical level [2]. The theoretical understanding of the structural properties of AlO were extensively utilized in publications III–V where ambiguity of solutions was studied from different viewpoints. Note that AlO has approximately composition of Al$_2$O$_3$ but the expression AlO is used to separate amorphous aluminium oxide from sapphire for clarity.

The other material studied in this thesis was ZnO fabricated using diethylzinc (DEZn)/water process [73]. ZnO together with AlO can be used in the fabrication of ZnO/AlO nanolaminates where the structural properties can be used to tune the conductivity [74]. The structural properties can be tuned by changing the ratio of ZnO and AlO cycles and the growth temperature thus allowing a wide range of tunability [74–76]. However, the dependence of conductivity on these parameters is very complex [74] since interfacial effects, such as nonideal growth [74, 75] and the formation of a nucleation layer [75, 76] are taking place. The structural properties of nanolaminates in general can be studied ex situ using XRR [33, 77–84]. However, the fitting of a theoretical curve to the measured curve can be very difficult. In this thesis the efficiency of the fitting procedure with novel genetic algorithms was studied using ZnO/AlO layer models as test cases.

### 2.2 X-ray reflectivity

#### 2.2.1 Measurement

X–ray reflectivity measurements in this thesis were carried out with a Philips X’Pert Pro instrument shown in figure 2.4. The setup follows a geometry presented in figure 2.5 where the final measurement is carried out using angles \( \omega = \theta \). The geometry requires an alignment procedure which contains typically the following steps:

- X–ray beam is measured with a detector in the \( \omega = \theta \) geometry without a sample with direct beam. This scan is performed in this geometry to remove an instrumental offset near zero angle.
- The sample on the holder plane is moved in z–direction to set the incident beam to illuminate the sample.
- \( \omega \) scan is performed to align the sample surface to be parallel with the beam.
- \( \Psi \) scan is performed to correct possible misalignment of the sample.
This procedure shown above should be performed properly since it is critical in the mass density determination of a material [85]. However, the exact geometry varies between instruments and instructions for the alignment procedure are thus apparatus dependent. After the alignment procedure, the angles of incident and reflected beams are kept equal in XRR measurements. XRR measurements require caution and at least following sources for nonidealities need attention:
Stability of the beam

The measured photon count typically varies in the range of several orders of magnitude. Therefore the modulation of the power of the x-ray source may be an attractive way to decrease the number of photons in high reflection regions and increase them in the low reflection regions, respectively. However, the number of emitted photons can be unstable as a function of power and the power setting for the x-ray source should be kept fixed.

In this work the power setting used in the measurements were 40 kV for voltage and 40 mA for current.

Monochromaticity

Monochromaticity of x-rays must be ensured since analysis methods typically assume a single wavelength. Typically this condition can be ensured by using a monochromator.

In this work the CuKα radiation and a flat crystal monochromator were used in the measurements. The manufacturer gives a rocking curve width of 0.4° for the crystal used in the monochromator.

Angular resolution of the goniometer

XRR measurement from a thick layer forms rapidly oscillating reflection pattern as the function of the incident beam angle. Thus the angular resolution of a goniometer affects the maximum thickness which can be measured.

In this thesis the angular resolution of 1/1000° to 1/100° was used in the measurements.

Divergence of the beam

Divergence of the beam affects the instrumental convolution and it is difficult to model accurately with standard XRR analysis methods. The divergence can be reduced by using x-ray mirrors without losing the intensity of beam, for instance, but slits collimating the beam reduce intensity remarkably.

In this work a 1/32° (and sometimes a 1/16°) divergence slit was used in the incident beam setup. The divergence of the reflected beam was reduced by a thin film
collimator and a 0.04 radian soller slit.

**Illuminated area**

The area illuminated by the incident beam varies as a function of the incident beam angle. The area is nearly infinitely large for the zero angle but decreases rapidly with the increasing angle. The illumination area, in principle, should be reduced to be as small as possible with the incident beam optics. This requirement is due to the analysis methods typically assuming a uniform layer structure in the lateral direction. Therefore the smaller beam divergence improves the correspondence between the measurement and theory. The trade-off here is that the limited area is obtained with the expense of decreased photon counts which increases noise in the measurement and the inaccuracy of the XRR analysis. In practice one should make a compromise between the number of photon counts and the reduction of the illumination area. The illumination area can be somewhat increased by increasing the beam divergence, if the layer is very uniform in lateral direction. This is in fact the case with ALD materials, especially for aluminium oxide and zinc oxide studied in this thesis.

**Dynamical range of the detector**

The total reflection of x-rays is located at the high intensity region and contains material specific information. One can use, for instance, the angular shift of the half maximum intensity to observe mass density variations between samples having similar stoichiometry. This high intensity region, however, can saturate a scintillation detector and therefore appropriate attenuators should be used to reduce the intensity of the beam down to a reasonable level. The improperly determined attenuation factor and a too high intensity level can shape the high intensity region of the curve and therefore the measurements must be carried out with care to avoid saturations.

The measurements carried out in this thesis were done using the scintillation detector which had a linear response ranging from zero to 400,000 detected photon counts. In the high intensity region, the linear intensity response was achieved by using a 0.1 mm thick copper attenuator in the incident beam optics.

**2.2.2 Poisson noise**

Noise decreases the accuracy of XRR and it is dependent on principal parameters used in measurements. The parameters are the number of points in the angle range
and the averaging time per a measured point. The averaging time affects the number of detected photons in one point following the Poisson distribution:

\[ P(x_i) = \frac{\bar{x}_i^{x_i}}{x_i!} e^{-\bar{x}_i}, \]  

(2.1)

where \( P(x_i) \) is the probability distribution of the detected counts \( x_i \) and \( \bar{x}_i \) is the expected number of photon counts for the \( i \)th point. The expected number of counts \( \bar{x}_i = \bar{T}T \), where \( T \) is the averaging time and \( \bar{T} \) is the expected intensity which can be calculated using the formalism presented in the following subsection.

### 2.2.3 Parratt’s formalism

The XRR setup measures a layer structure using the geometry where the measured and the incident angles of x–rays are the same. The angles of the geometry and the layer structure required for understanding of the subsequent presentation of the Parratt’s formalism \[54\] are introduced in figure 2.6.

Here the formalism is reviewed in the modified form for the structure containing \( j = 0 \ldots n \) layers, where \( j = 0 \) represents the ‘Air layer’. The recurrent reflection coefficient for the amplitude of the electric field of the \((j - 1)\)th layer

\[ r_{j-1} = \frac{F_{j-1} + r_j e^{-i2k_j t_j}}{1 + F_{j-1} r_j e^{-i2k_j t_j}}, \]  

(2.2)
where $t_j$ is the layer thickness and the Fresnel factor

$$F_{j-1} = \frac{k_{j-1} - k_j}{k_{j-1} + k_j}. \quad (2.3)$$

Here

$$k_j = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{\theta^2 - 2\delta_j - 2i\beta_j} \quad (2.4)$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of x–rays (in this thesis the wavelength of CuKα1 emission, 0.154056 nm, was used) and $\theta$ is the angle of the incident and reflected beams. Additionally

$$\delta_j = \frac{N_a r_e \lambda^2}{2\pi} Z_j + \Delta f_j' A_j \rho_j \quad (2.5)$$

and

$$\beta_j = \frac{N_a r_e \lambda^2}{2\pi} \Delta f_j'' A_j \rho_j, \quad (2.6)$$

where $r_e$ is the Bohr radius, $N_a$ the Avogadro number, $Z_j$ is the average atomic number for the $j$th layer, $A_j$ is the average atomic mass for the $j$th layer, $\Delta f_j'$ and $\Delta f_j''$ are material specific dispersion correction coefficients and $\rho_j$ is the mass density of the layer $j$.

The recurrent computation of the intensity reflection coefficient $R_0 = |r_0|^2$ is begun from the interface $n$ separating the bottom layer and the substrate. For the interface $j = n$, one sets $r_n = F_n$ and continues the calculation of the $r_{j-1}$’s using equation 2.2. Interfacial roughness can be taken into account using the Nevot–Croce approximation \[86\]. Here the Fresnel factor is replaced with a term

$$\tilde{F}_j = F_j e^{-2k_j k_{j+1} \sigma_j^2}, \quad (2.7)$$

where $\sigma_j$ is the root mean square of the interface roughness amplitude (abbreviated as roughness in this work for the simplicity) of $j$th interface. Other approximations for the roughness \[55\] exist but those are less utilized. Using the above mentioned formalism and a proper layer model describing a sample, one can get an agreement between a theoretical curve and the measurement with the resolution down to 0.1 nm \[21\].
3 Principles of the novel x–ray reflectivity analysis

This chapter discusses the principles of the novel XRR curve fitting methods and the novel error analysis. Section 3.1.1 discusses curve fitting and genetic algorithm. Principles of the coordinate rotation technique and independent component analysis are given in section 3.1.2 and in 3.1.3, respectively. Section 3.2.1 discusses the properties of fitness function used in XRR analysis. Section 3.2.2 introduces a concept called fitness landscape for fitness function analysis. In section 3.2.3, the effect of Poisson noise on the accuracy of fitness is discussed. Finally, section 3.2.4 introduces the principle of the error limit determination in XRR.

3.1 Novel x–ray reflectivity curve fitting methods

3.1.1 Curve fitting and a genetic algorithm

In XRR analysis, a theoretical curve calculated by Parratt’s formalism has to be fitted to the measurement. One of the most utilized techniques for fitting is the Levenberg–Marquadt method \[87\] but its major disadvantage is high dependence on an initialization which can lead the algorithm to converge to a local optimum instead of a global optimum. The convergence to the local optimum can be avoided by using stochastic techniques instead. One of the most popular stochastic global search methods is simulated annealing \[88\] which mimics in the fitting process the behaviour of atoms in a lattice during annealing. Its main advantage is the guaranteed convergence in a global optimization \[89, 90\]. In practice, the simulated annealing may require unnecessarily long computation time \[91\].

A parallel method, called genetic algorithm (GA) \[92\], can reduce the probability of an algorithm to use time for the search of a false solution, and thus reduce computation time significantly \[56\]. Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of GA. The method is based on evolution mimicking Darwinian survival–of–the–fittest principle. The principle means that new individuals are formed utilizing the principle inspired by the crossover mechanism between two parents’ DNA chromosomes, \textit{i.e.}, a part of genes is copied from the first parent while the rest of the genes are from the
Figure 3.1: Principle of GA. The old population is consisted of parents. The parents means the parameter sets which are used in the composition of the next solutions. The next solutions, called offspring (or children), are formed from the parents using uniform crossover (or mating). Uniform crossover means that adjacent genes of a child are not probably selected from the same parent. In the next step, the old population and the offspring are joined together. In the compose step, the best of the trials form a new population. The cycle begins again, and the new population is used as the old population for a subsequent offspring.

The rules in the parent selection, the crossover mechanism, the formation of a new population, and in many other innerbuild parameters can be altered. Different modifications for GAs have been applied with success in x-ray analysis [56, 59–63]. However, the design of justified modifications to genetic algorithms is difficult since there is no general theory predicting the behaviour of the recurrent survival–of–the–fittest mechanism. One approach to design modifications is to study the problem in a specific case and modify the algorithm in such a way that it has better convergence properties for that specific problem. These modifications, however, can be problem dependent and therefore techniques capable of adapting to underlying problems are beneficial. One of the most fascinating class of modifications is linkage learning (or reducing) techniques [93–95] where the interparameter dependencies are found during the search procedure. This means that GA finds separable variables during the search and optimizes them independently of the others.
Figure 3.2: (a) Orthogonal problem domain presented by gray colours. The rotation of coordinates is performed to adapt the structure of the problem. (b) Nonorthogonal problem domain presented by gray colours. Nonorthogonal linear transformation is performed to adapt the structure of the problem.

The separation of the variables can be performed using the rotation of coordinates in an orthogonal search domain, as shown in figure 3.2(a). In general, a search space may not be orthogonal and it may be beneficial to use a nonorthogonal basis for the new coordinates, as illustrated in figure 3.2(b). The orthogonal and nonorthogonal linear transformations can also be advantageous in the mapping of similar original parameters to one parameter in the new search space.

The adaptation process for the structure learning can be exploited in GA using the principle shown in figure 3.3. The parents are transformed from the original search space to a new search space spanned by the new coordinate system using a separation matrix $S$. The child is composed using crossover in the new space and then transformed back to the original space using the inverse of the matrix. Subsequently, a new population is formed by removing the worst individuals, the separation matrix is updated, and the process starts again from the beginning.

The update step of $S$ is here an essential part. One can determine the separation matrix from the basis of Hessian matrix or alternatively one can utilize statistical approach, for instance. In the stochastic approach, the sampling set can be based on a current population or all the individuals calculated during the optimization procedure. The sampling set can be used to calculate a suitable basis for the transformation with a method like principal component analysis which removes interparameter covariances of the sampling set by the rotation of coordinates. Another
Figure 3.3: Schematics of the new concept in genetic algorithm. Parents 1 and 2 are transformed to the new search space spanned by the new coordinates using the separation matrix $S$. The crossover is performed in the new space and the composed child is transformed back to the original search space using the inverse of the separation matrix $S^{-1}$.

The method could be independent component analysis which reduces mutual information between the parameters of the sampling set by a suitable nonorthogonal linear transformation [96].

3.1.2 Coordinate rotation techniques

Wyatt and Lipson introduced a coordinate rotation technique based on the Hessian matrix to reduce interparameter dependencies for real–valued problems in GA [94]. Similar discussion related to the coordinate rotation is presented also in reference [95] but the performance of the approach is not actively studied in XRR curve fitting.

The rotation of coordinates can be done in several ways but two important ones are given here. For the rotation, one needs to compute Hessian

$$H_{ij} = \frac{\partial^2 F(p)}{\partial p_i \partial p_j} ,$$  

where $F$ is the fitness function measuring the difference between a theoretical and the measured XRR curves and $p_i$ and $p_j$ are the components of the row vector $p$ containing thickness, mass density and roughness data. The computational cost of the symmetrical Hessian matrix is approximately $2d^2$, where $d$ is the dimensionality of the problem. Therefore techniques to reduce computation time due to expensive XRR curve calculations made for fitness value determination are required. One possibility is to reduce the number of points used in XRR curve computation thus reducing significantly the time required for Hessian matrix calculation. As an alter-
native technique for the computation time reduction, one can utilize the observations made during the search process in GA. Let us define a $N \times d$ sample matrix $P$, where $N$ represents the number of observations. One can compute the sample covariance matrix defined as

$$C = (P - \bar{P})^T (P - \bar{P}) / (N - 1),$$

(3.2)

where $\bar{P}$ is the mean matrix. For the rotation of coordinates, the computation of a new basis is required. The basis is the set of eigenvectors computed by using standard eigenvalue decomposition defined as

$$S = \text{Eig}(X),$$

(3.3)

where Eig is the function determining the eigenvectors of the matrix $X$. The argument $X$ can be replaced by the Hessian or covariance matrices, and $S$ is the matrix containing the eigenvectors of the new basis as the column vectors. The parameters in the new coordinates are obtained by

$$p_{\text{new}} = (S^T p_{\text{original}})^T.$$

(3.4)

The parameters are transformed back to the original coordinates by using the mixing matrix $M = S^{-1}$ in the mapping. The efficiency of GAs using the rotation of coordinates is studied in section 4.1.

### 3.1.3 Independent component analysis

The previous discussion concentrated on the use of Hessian and covariance matrices in the linear transformation. The methods based on these matrices produce an orthogonal basis but in general, a problem domain may be nonorthogonal. One efficient technique for the nonorthogonal transformation is independent component analysis (ICA) \[96\]. Whereas the covariance approach, called principal component analysis (PCA), transforms the new parameters to be uncorrelated, ICA transforms the original parameters to be independent, i.e., the value in one new parameter does not give any information on the value in the other new parameter. On an intuitive level, this approach relies on the Central Limit Theorem which tells the sum of parameters from independent distributions tends toward a Gaussian distribution. By performing a suitable linear transformation, one can get independent components which are distributed as nongaussian way as possible.

Since the material researchers are typically unfamiliar with ICA, the efficiency of one ICA technique, called EFICA \[97\], is here compared to PCA in a demonstration purpose. The demonstration is based on a signal separation task where different ICA techniques are typically applied. Figure 3.4(a) shows three synthetic signals: A saw tooth signal, a sine wave and uniformly distributed noise. A $3 \times 3$ matrix
Figure 3.4: (a) Original signals. Signal 1 is the saw tooth signal, the second signal is calculated from the sine function and the third signal consists of random numbers from the uniform distribution. (b) Mixed signals.

Figure 3.5: (a) Mixed signal separated by PCA (b) Mixed signal separated by EFICA.

consisting of random numbers was used to mix the original signals, as shown in figure 3.4(b). The mixed signals were separated using PCA and ICA, shown in figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b), respectively.

One can observe that PCA has not succeeded to separate noise from the mixed signals. The separated signal 1 resembles the saw tooth signal although it has noise and an additional sine component. The separated signal 3 resembles the most the original sine wave but the signal is not clearly different from the separated signal 2. ICA, on the other hand, has separated noise and the sine wave while the saw tooth wave has false, but noiseless, reconstruction. If one does know the original signal, the results of ICA seem to be better separated than the signals separated by PCA.
Therefore the results suggest that ICA is a tempting method in general to be used to find linear dependencies between parameters of an input data. In other words, if the original parameters can be separated in the optimization, ICA is a better method for the separation task than PCA since the orthogonal transformation used in PCA is a special case of linear transformations. Therefore ICA can be used in the crossover phase of GA for the optimization of mutually independent data. ICA has, however, some disadvantages which can reduce its efficiency in the considered application:

- The variances (or scales) of the separated independent components cannot be determined. The false scales can cause problematic scaling of the original parameters in the inverse transformation.

- The separation matrix is solved in EFICA iteratively which means that the separation process is time consuming since each element of the \( d \times d \) separation matrix needs processing. In other words, the computation time scales as \( \mathcal{O}(d^2) \) which sets some practical limit for the dimensionality of the problem to be solved.

- The separation matrix is initialized before the iteration by random numbers which reduces the repeatability of the separation.

- The ICA algorithm may converge to a local optimum instead of a global optimum [98] which means unsuccessful separation.

- The separation of an input data may suffer from an insufficient number of observations. This is called as a finite sampling problem [99, 100].

These limitations together with the lack of efficient ICA algorithms and reasonable computational power may be the reason why GAs with ICA have been rarely studied although a few [101–103] have addressed that this approach is providing. In this thesis the efficiency of GA using ICA for XRR curve fitting is studied in section 4.2.

### 3.2 Novel x–ray reflectivity error analysis methods

#### 3.2.1 Fitness function

A quantitative number representing the correspondence between the measurement and a theoretical curve is necessary in XRR analysis. A goodness–of–fit [104], here called as fitness (value), measures the difference between XRR curves, typically one curve being theoretical and the second being the measurement. In XRR measurements, photon counting causes Poisson noise and therefore a fitness measure denoted
here as

$$\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(\overline{x}_{i,\text{fit}} - x_{i,\text{meas}})^2}{\overline{x}_{i,\text{fit}}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)$$

where \( \overline{x}_{i,\text{fit}} \) is the \( i \)th point of a theoretical XRR curve and \( x_{i,\text{meas}} \) is the measurement, is considered to be a good choice for a fitness value calculation. The fitting carried out by using \( \chi^2 \) results, however, visually in a fit which is not matching with the measurements, as demonstrated in figure 3.6(a). Better agreement with the visual correspondence can be obtained using a fitness measure defined as

$$F = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} [\log x_{i,\text{meas}} - \log \overline{x}_{i,\text{fit}}]^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)$$

for instance. Figure 3.6(b) shows that \( F \) gives match between the fit and the measurement. The discussion presented here, however, shows that the selection of fitness measure in XRR curve fitting is not straightforward and requires careful attention.

### 3.2.2 Fitness landscape for fitness function analysis

The previous discussion shows that the selection of a fitness measure is problematic. The measure can be too sensitive meanwhile diminishing the convergence properties of a fitting algorithm, or vice versa. In other words, improperly selected fitness measure can cause a fitting procedure to approach ‘needle in a haystack’ problem which means that the exact solution has minimum of the fitness but in practice it cannot be found.

The properties of fitness functions can be studied by using a tool called fitness landscape \[105, 106\]. A fitness landscape resembles an ordinary landscape in nature where the altitude of the land represents the fitness value as a function of location. It is worth recalling here that the search algorithm performs the optimization blindly which means that a ‘mountain’ decreases the possibility to find the next ‘valley’ behind that ‘mountain’. To get a better picture of the challenge, one can consider a case where a blind man is searching a valley in certain altitude from a mountain chain but cannot find other valleys or differentiate one valley from another. Therefore fitness landscapes are valuable tools since they provide direct visual observation of a search domain for a researcher. The researcher can study the properties of a fitness landscape with different fitness measures and make qualitative conclusions about the feasibility of measures for the given problem.

Fitness landscapes are practical if the search domain contains no more than two parameters. Even the simplest XRR curve fitting problems have more parameters to be fitted and the use of fitness landscapes is difficult without the reduction of the dimensionality of the problem. The dimensionality reduction can be performed
Figure 3.6: Measured (gray solid line) and fitted (black dashed line) XRR curves of an ALD AlO sample. The black dashed curve is fitted using the (a) $\chi^2$ and (b) $F$ measures [publ. V].

by modelling the XRR properties of samples deposited by ALD using the process parameters, i.e., the number of cycles and the growth temperature, as the search parameters. Possible grooves in fitness landscapes tells that XRR is not sensitive to certain combinations of ALD process parameters, i.e., if fitnesses are nearly equal, then samples fabricated with certain combinations of ALD parameters are indistinguishable for XRR. This issue based on the presented scope is studied in section 4.3.
3.2.3 Fitness and Poisson noise

One way to understand inaccurate parameter determination in XRR is to consider the consequence of Poisson noise on fitness values. Consider the case when one adds Poisson noise to a theoretical curve and calculates the fitness between the original and the noisy curve. In this case, the calculated fitness value varies since the exact form of noise is unknown. However, by repeating the fitness calculation between the original and new noisy curves, one can get a fitness distribution.

Similarly, Poisson noise alters the fitness between measurements even when the measurement is carried out on the same sample. In practice this means that the minimum fitness value for an arbitrary measurement is unknown but the value belongs to a certain distribution. Since the exact minimum fitness value is unknown, the determination whether the found solution is correct or not is based on heuristics. In other words, the fitting procedure is restarted if a researcher is not satisfied with the visual correspondence between a theoretical XRR curve and the measurement.

The introduced problem can be circumvented by using simulated XRR curves and their fitness values to study the probability of the existence of the minimum fitness at the given location. In practice one approaches the problem by studying the question whether the assumed exact solution is the best fit for the noisy curve or not. Since Poisson noise is a stochastic process, the question should be studied using an appropriate test method. One can use statistical pairwise comparison test between the assumed exact solution and an alternative curve. If the probability of the exact solution having better fitness than the alternative curve decreases below a certain limit, one cannot surely say that the exact solution has the minimum fitness.

The appropriate test method for pairwise comparison is the p–value test which tests a given hypothesis. The p–value is a ratio of the number of events agreeing with the hypothesis divided by the number of all events. If the p–value is greater than a significance level, called $\alpha$, the test shows that there is not enough evidence against the hypothesis but says nothing about the validity of the hypothesis itself. With this condition, the test gives a result from an acceptance region. If the p–value is less than $\alpha$, the test gives a result from a rejection region which means that the hypothesis is rejected. In practice, one should define some $\alpha$ and find a parameter set where the p–value equals $\alpha$. That parameter set gives an uncertainty region caused by Poisson noise where one cannot say that the found solution is the exact solution. The presented scope using the p–value test is utilized in section 4.4.

3.2.4 Poisson noise and nonideal fit

The previous discussion assumed that the found solution is the exact solution which is not strictly speaking true in general. Therefore an approach taking into account
the effect of a nonideal fit and Poisson noise on fitness value is necessary. Using the
definition presented in equation 3.6 one can approach the problem by identifying
two important scenarios in the fitting process:

1. The measurement $x_{\text{meas}}$ contains noise but a noiseless theoretical XRR curve $x_{\text{opt}}$ is the exact solution to the measurement. In such a case the fitness represents the fitness of noise which is defined as:

$$F_{\text{noise}} = F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{opt}}) = N^{-1} \| \log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{opt}} \|^2_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Note that $F_{\text{noise}}$ represents the minimum fitness which can be obtained. The value of $F_{\text{noise}}$ can be simulated by approximating that $x_{\text{meas}} \approx x_{\text{opt}} + \text{Poisson noise} = x_{\text{opt}}$ which yields

$$F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{opt}}) \approx N^{-1} \| \log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{opt}} \|^2_2$$

$$\approx N^{-1} \| \log x_{\text{opt}} - \log x_{\text{opt}} \|^2_2$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

$$= F(x_{\text{opt}}, x_{\text{opt}}).$$

2. The measured curve contains no noise or noise is negligible. This is the case when the signal–to–noise ratio is high, especially when high–power synchrotron radiation is used as an x–ray source. In this case $x_{\text{meas}} \approx x_{\text{meas}} = x_{\text{opt}}$ and now the fitness can written as

$$F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{fit}}) \approx N^{-1} \| \log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{fit}} \|^2_2$$

$$= N^{-1} \| \log x_{\text{opt}} - \log x_{\text{fit}} \|^2_2$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

$$= F(x_{\text{opt}}, x_{\text{fit}}),$$

where $x_{\text{meas}}$ represents the measured curve without noise, $x_{\text{fit}}$ is the fitted theoretical curve and now the fitness is totally dependent on the nonideal fit.

These two special cases play a key role in the determination of error including noise and nonideal fit. In section 4.5, it is shown that the original fitness is approximately the sum of the right sides of equations 3.8 and 3.9 when the upper limit for an error is determined.
4 Results and discussion

This chapter discusses GAs using linear transformation techniques in XRR curve fitting and the novel error analysis methods developed for XRR analysis. The work presented here is based on the text introduced in the previous chapter. Section 4.1 and 4.2 present the novel GAs developed in publications I and II, respectively. The present the novel error analysis methods studied in publications III, IV and V are presented in sections 4.3–and 4.5.

4.1 Genetic algorithms using rotation of coordinates

Publication I introduced two novel GAs based on the coordinate rotation techniques for XRR analysis. The first algorithm, called HGA, utilized a numerically computed Hessian matrix while the second algorithm, called CovGA, utilized interparameter covariance matrix in the calculation of a new basis.

The basis of the coordinate rotation in HGA was the set of the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix in the vicinity of the best individual and the basis in CovGA was the set of the eigenvectors of interparameter covariance matrix calculated from population values. The new generation was composed in rotated coordinates and after the crossover, the offspring was transformed back to the original coordinates where the fitness values were calculated. Additionally, the novel scheme reshaping the probability distribution of the parameters, called nonlinear–fitness–space–structure adaptation (NL–FSSA), was introduced to enhance the convergence properties of CovGA and HGA. Every cycle in the GAs included the following steps:

1. The initialization of a population.
2. Individuals are moved in XGA [56].
3. A certain number of randomly selected individuals are selected to mate with the best individual.
4. NL–FSSA is performed.
5. The rotation of coordinates is performed. CGA uses identity transformation.
6. A local search is performed for the offspring in rotated coordinates.

7. The new individuals are transformed back to the original coordinates.

8. The new population is constructed.

The performance of the algorithms was tested by fitting randomly selected trials to the XRR curve based on a realistic model of a three–period ZnO/AlO nanolaminate shown in figure 4.1.

CovGA and HGA were compared to the classical GA and to eXtended GA (XGA) [56]. Figure 4.2(a) shows the convergence curves of 50 populations and that novel algorithms had fewer stagnated populations than conventional methods as a function of cycles. Note also that CovGA minimizes averagely the fitness better than HGA. Zoomed median curves in figure 4.2(b) confirm qualitatively the difference between the previous observations.

Figure 4.3 shows the fraction of solutions (%) below a certain fitness after 50 cycles. Results show that the robustness of convergence is slightly better for XGA than for CGA in the studied problem, and that the novel algorithms exhibit notably better convergence statistics than the other methods. The effect of switching NL–FSSA to the performance of novel algorithms was studied. The performance of the novel algorithms without NL–FSSA diminished but however, the novel methods with coordinate rotation were still clearly better than CGA or XGA.

To conclude, CovGA, had the best fitting properties in the studied case even when NL–FSSA was excluded. The performance of CovGA was based on the rotation of coordinates using the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix as the basis. It was shown later in publication II that this rotation of coordinates can be further improved by generalizing the coordinate rotation technique to a suitable linear trans-
Figure 4.2: (a) Fitness of the best individual in 50 different populations as a function of cycles. Each population has its own line in greyscale. (b) Fitted median curves. The simulated XRR curves based on the model are plotted with dark grey lines and the median fits with solid black lines. The curves have a vertical offset for clarity. [publ. I].

formation in XRR curve fitting. The further development of NL-FSSA will be done in future.
Figure 4.3: Fraction of solutions (%) below a certain fitness. The results of CovGA and HGA without NL–FSSA are also shown [publ. I].
4.2 Genetic algorithm using independent component analysis

The success of the covariance based statistical approach as a fitting method in publication I suggested that stochastic approaches may be good choice for the parameter separation. In publication II, a more sophisticated statistical technique than the covariance approach, called independent component analysis (ICA), was used for the parameter separation and the performance of the novel GA was studied.

An efficient FastICA (EFICA) method \[97\] was applied for the computation of the separation matrix. Its advantages are robustness with generalized Gaussian distribution and it is fast. In the calculation, all the points computed during the search procedure were used as the sampling set in PCA and ICA to reduce possible finite sampling problems. The implementation of the novel GA using ICA (ICAGA) utilized the same features as CGA and on PCAGA, where PCAGA was the simplified CovGA. The only separating factor between all the studied algorithms was the linear transformation technique. Identity transformation was used in CGA. Figure 4.4 shows the implementation used in the GAs. Cycles in the GAs included the following steps:

1. The best individual in the population is selected to mate with 12 randomly selected individuals.
2. PCA or ICA is performed to compute mixing and demixing matrices. Identity matrix is used in CGA.
3. A crossover operator utilizing linear transformation is used in the creation of new individuals.
4. The back transformation is used for the offspring.
5. A fast local random search is used instead of mutation for the children
6. The new trial population consisting 30 members is composed from the best individuals of the current population and the offspring.

The performance of the algorithms was tested using a multiperiodic ZnO/AlO layer model shown in figure 4.5. A target curve was calculated using the layer structure and random trial curves were fitted to the target curve.

The result was that CGA had worse performance than PCAGA and ICAGA when the number of periods is more than one, as shown in figure 4.6(a). ICAGA was outperforming others when the number of periods was greater than three. Figure 4.6(b) shows the trial curves of the median fits in the 15-period case for the algorithms. The curve fitted by ICAGA is following the target curve clearly better than the
Figure 4.4: Flowchart of GAs [publ. II].

Figure 4.5: Schematic structure of the modelled nanolaminate with varying number of thin ZnO/AlO-periods [publ. II].
Figure 4.6: (a) Median fitnesses of CGA, PCAGA and ICAGA as a function of period number. The median fitnesses are based on 25 fits in each datapoint. (b) The median XRR fits in the 15–period case (black solid line) are based on 25 simulations. The target curves are in gray dotted lines. The curves have a vertical offset for clarity [publ. II].

Curves fitted by other methods which confirms the differences between the fitness values. Thus it can be concluded that ICAGA has the best capability to extend the analysis based on Parratt’s formalism to multiperiodic layer structures.

The disadvantage of the proposed ICAGA is, however, the increased time consumption shown in figure 4.7. This was a consequence of quadratically growing size of the separation matrix which is iteratively solved by a fixed-point algorithm in EFICA. This sets a practical limit for the problem dimensionality due to the increasing computational requirement but the increasing time consumption is independent of curve computations. Therefore the relative difference in time consumption between the
new and other algorithms is decreased when the population size or the number of
 datapoints used in one XRR curve calculation is increased. However, the present
 results suggest that techniques for the dimensionality reduction of the search space
 are worth to be studied in the future.

Figure 4.7: Median time consumption of CGA, PCAGA and ICAGA when a
different number of periods is applied. The median times are based on 25 fits done
for each datapoint [publ. II].
4.3 Crosserror between the mass density and surface roughness

Nonuniqueness or ambiguity of the determined parameters is a fundamental interest in XRR curve fitting problems but the topic is rarely studied [58]. This problem was approached in publication III using analysis based on fitness landscape simulations where the height in a simulated map represents the fitness value as a function of the parameters. The studied material was ALD AlO and the layer model is shown in figure 4.8.

Since the use of fitness landscapes is difficult if there are more than two dimensions, the dimensionality reduction of the parameter space was performed by modelling the empirical XRR properties of the layer structure by feedforward neural neural networks. The use of these neural networks provided the modelling without a priori knowledge of the order of nonlinearities. The modelling was performed using XRR data measured from ALD AlO samples deposited by Beneq TFS 500 reactor. Figure 4.9 shows the principles of the approach used in this study for the dimensionality reduction. The original six XRR parameters were modelled by the two ALD process parameters, the number of cycles and the deposition temperature. Other parameters were fixed during the modelling since no systematic differences in the parameters were found between the fabricated samples. The observation indicates that the upper most layer dominates the features of XRR curves while the properties of the underneath layers differ only slightly between the samples.

The fitness landscapes were employed to study sensitivity properties of the fitness function used in XRR curve fitting. The applied approach allows to clear out such combinations of ALD process parameters which produce indistinguishable samples for XRR measurements. The fitness landscapes were computed choosing first an optimal solution as an origin for a certain fitness landscape. The number of cycles and the deposition temperature were varied around the origin. The fitness value for the varied parameter was calculated using the following steps:

1. Select an optimal solution as the origin of the fitness landscape.

![Figure 4.8: Schematic layer model used in XRR curve calculation [publ. III].](image-url)
Figure 4.9: Dimensionality reduction of the problem by neural networks. The two ALD process parameters are input parameters for the neural networks. The six output variables are in the physical parameter space. Abbreviations i–AlO and i–SiO$_2$ are interfacial AlO and SiO$_2$, respectively.

2. Map the optimal solution to the physical parameters.
3. Simulate a XRR curve based on the physical parameters.
4. Select a point near the optimal solution.
5. Map the selected point to the physical parameters.
6. Simulate a new XRR curve based on the new physical parameters.
7. Calculate fitness between the new and the original curve.
8. Go to the step 4 until all necessary points are computed.
9. Draw the fitness landscape.

All the points calculated using the above described approach were collected to a fitness landscape. The procedure was repeated several times which produced multiple fitness landscapes. Further analysis was based on the calculated fitness landscapes, one of them shown in figure 4.10.

It was observed that the calculated fitness landscapes contain grooves where minima of fitness values are located. The shape of the groove was different for each fitness landscape. The grooves were projected using the neural networks to the physical parameters. Figure 4.11 shows the projected grooves as a function of the origins of fitness landscapes.
Figure 4.10: Fitness landscape as a function of the ALD process parameters. The origin is at temperature 300°C and 500 cycles on the process parameter space. The black line in the \((\Delta \text{Cycles}, \Delta \text{Temperature})\)-plane is the projection of the groove in the fitness landscape [publ. III].

By taking the slope of the line with 300 cycles and 150 °C, one obtains

$$\Delta \text{Roughness} \approx 0.11 \times \Delta \text{Mass Density},$$

where roughness is expressed in nanometres and mass density is in g cm\(^{-3}\). Although this result is strictly limited to the studied case, it shows objectively that the mass

Figure 4.11: Projected grooves in the (mass density, roughness)-plane. The process parameters show the origins of fitness landscapes [publ. III].
density and the surface roughness are not independently determined factors in XRR analysis, as it will be shown again with other methods in publications IV and V.

4.4 Poisson noise limited accuracy in x–ray reflectivity analysis

The Poisson noise limited accuracy in XRR analysis was studied in publication IV using a model of a single aluminium oxide layer on silicon shown in figure 4.12.

![Figure 4.12: Schematic structure of an Al₂O₃ layer on silicon [publ. IV].](image)

A hypothesis which argued that

\( H_0: \text{Other than the exact solution gives the best fitness} \)

was examined with the p–value test using a significance level of \( \alpha = 0.01 \). Simulations were performed for a fit instead of a measurement since the exact error caused by noise cannot be determined from the measurement. The fitness calculation for the exact solution was performed with the following procedure:

1. Compute a theoretical XRR curve \( \overline{x}_{\text{fit}} \).
2. Set a new seed number for a random number generator.
3. Create a noisy XRR curve \( x_{\text{fit}} \) from the theoretical XRR curve \( \overline{x}_{\text{fit}} \) by adding synthetic Poisson noise to it.
4. Calculate a fitness \( F(x_{\text{fit}}, \overline{x}_{\text{fit}}) \) using equation 3.6 between the theoretical and noisy XRR curves.
5. Go to the step 2 until a sufficient number of fitness values is calculated.

After this simulation step, the hypothesis can be performed using the following procedure:
1. Suppose the found solution $\mathbf{x}_{\text{fit}}$ is the exact solution.

2. Create noisy curves $x_{\text{fit}}$ containing Poisson noise at the exact solution.

3. Calculate fitness distribution consisting of $F(x_{\text{fit}}, \mathbf{x}_{\text{fit}})$’s between the noisy curves $x_{\text{fit}}$’s and the noiseless curve $\mathbf{x}_{\text{fit}}$ using the above mentioned approach.

4. Move away from the exact solution, calculate a new theoretical XRR curve $\mathbf{x}_{\text{trial}}$ at that point.

5. Calculate new fitnesses $F(x_{\text{fit}}, \mathbf{x}_{\text{trial}})$’s between the new XRR curve $\mathbf{x}_{\text{trial}}$ and the old simulated noisy XRR curves $x_{\text{fit}}$’s.

6. Compare pairwise the new fitnesses $F(x_{\text{fit}}, \mathbf{x}_{\text{trial}})$’s and the old fitnesses $F(x_{\text{fit}}, x_{\text{fit}})$’s.

7. Go to the step 4 if the new fitnesses are better than the old fitnesses with a certain probability.

8. One point of the confidence limit is found.

Note that this description shows a general approach for a confidence limit determination for the accuracy. It does not, however, consider practical implementation for the determination procedure. In publication IV, the confidence limits were determined at (mass density, surface roughness), (thickness, surface roughness) and (thickness, mass density) planes. A trial solution which was assumed initially to be the exact solution, was varied radially at the selected plane until the confidence limit based on the hypothesis testing was met. This implementation was selected to reduce computation time. Monotonic behaviour of the p-value was assumed as a function of the distance from the assumed exact solution. The determination of the confidence limit, where $p = \alpha$, for XRR parameters was done as follows:

1. Define the exact parameter set as $\mathbf{p} = [t, \rho, \sigma]$, where $t$ is the layer thickness, $\rho$ is the mass density and $\sigma$ is the surface roughness of the layer.

2. Calculate a noiseless XRR curve at $\mathbf{p}$.

3. Add Poisson noise to the noiseless curve $N = 1000$ times and save each curve.

4. Compute fitness between the $N$ noisy curves and the noiseless curve. Save fitness values in a vector component $F_{i}^{\text{exact}}$, where $i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots N$.

5. Select the plane, for instance the (mass density, surface roughness) plane, where to determine confidence limits.

6. Define a search direction $\mathbf{d}(\theta)$, where $\theta \in [0^\circ, 360^\circ]$, for instance

$$
\mathbf{d}(\theta) = \mathbf{p} \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos(\theta) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \sin(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}
$$
Figure 4.13: Confidence limits with $\alpha = 0.01$ when the measurement time is constant with altering averaging time [publ. IV].

(a) For each $\theta$, find $r$ such that $p(r) \approx \alpha$:
   i. Calculate a XRR curve with the parameters $p + r d(\theta)$.
   ii. Calculate its fitness with the previously mentioned exact XRR curve containing noise $N$ times. Save the fitness values to a vector component $F_i$, where $i = 1, 2, 3 \ldots N$.
   iii. Calculate
   $$p = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (F_i < F_i^{\text{exact}}).$$  
   (4.3)
   The condition $(F_i < F_i^{\text{exact}})$ gives one if satisfied, otherwise zero.
   iv. If $p \approx \alpha$, save $p_{\text{contour}}(\theta) = p + r d(\theta)$.

7. Draw a closed contour $p_{\text{contour}}$ in the selected plane.

Using the presented implementation, the confidence limits separating rejection (outside) and acceptance (inside) regions of the hypothesis, were determined. The determined confidence limit gave the fundamental limit for the accuracy in XRR analysis. The limited accuracy was a consequence of Poisson noise at a certain time which means that the confidence limit represents the lower limit of the error made in x-ray reflectivity analysis.

Here, two particular cases are discussed. In figure 4.13 the confidence limits were determined from parameters obtained from a measurement. One can observe that the relative lower error in the mass density is

$$\frac{3.1 - 2.85}{3.0} \times 100\% \approx 8.3\%$$  (4.4)
and is approximately equal to

\[
\frac{0.63 - 0.58}{0.6} \times 100\% \approx 8.3\% \quad (4.5)
\]

which is the relative lower error of the surface roughness.

One can conclude that errors of the mass density and the surface roughness are at the same level thus indicating possible crossinteraction. It is worth noticing here that the direction of principal axes of the confidence region are nonparaxial which is the evidence for the crossinteraction observed also in publication III. Similar nonparaxial shapes of the determined regions will be shown also in the next section presenting the results of publication V.

Note that the relative lower error of thickness in figure 4.14 is

\[
\frac{20.09 - 19.91}{20} \times 100\% \approx 0.9\% \quad (4.6)
\]

for ALD AlO with the mass density of 3.00 g cm\(^{-3}\) but the accuracy is better for materials having a higher mass density.

### 4.5 Error limit determination in x–ray reflectivity analysis

It was shown in publication IV that Poisson noise is an important factor which can cause a numerical optimum being elsewhere than the exact solution. However, the
study assumed that the fit equals the exact solution which is strictly speaking not true. A more advanced method taking into account also the separate location of the exact and the fitted solution was developed in publication V. The error limits were determined using a measurement and the fit shown in figure 4.15(a). The determined layer structure is shown in figure 4.15(b).

It was discussed in section 3.2.4 that the original fitness is the sum of the fitness of noise and the fitness of nonideal fit. Here the separation is shown in brief form. Let us denote the original fitness as

\[
F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{fit}}) = N^{-1} \left\| \log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{fit}} \right\|_2^2
\]

\[
= N^{-1} \left\| (\log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{opt}}) + (\log x_{\text{opt}} - \log x_{\text{fit}}) \right\|_2^2
\]

\[
= N^{-1} \left\| e_{\text{min}} + e_{\text{res}} \right\|_2^2, \tag{4.7}
\]

where \(e_{\text{min}} = \log x_{\text{meas}} - \log x_{\text{opt}}\) and the residual term \(e_{\text{res}} = \log x_{\text{opt}} - \log x_{\text{fit}}\) between the noiseless curves. Note here that \(e_{\text{min}}\) and \(e_{\text{res}}\) are the error components.

Figure 4.15: (a) Measured (gray solid line) and fitted (black dashed line) XRR curves of an ALD Al₂O₃ sample. (b) Fitted layer model [publ. V].
Figure 4.16: Fitness distribution of Poisson noise and the minimum of the fitness of noise [publ. V].

As a result, inequality 4.9 reduces to

\[ F(x_{\text{meas}}, \overline{x}_{\text{fit}}) \leq F(x_{\text{meas}}, \overline{x}_{\text{fit}}) - F(x, \overline{x}) + 2 |N^{-1}e_{\text{min}} \cdot e_{\text{res}}|. \] (4.10)

It was shown in publication V that \( |N^{-1}e_{\text{min}} \cdot e_{\text{res}}| \to 0 \) for sufficiently large \( N \) and the number of detected photons. On the other hand, \( F(x, \overline{x}) \) was approximated by a separate simulation. Figure 4.16 shows the simulated fitness distribution of \( F(x_{\text{opt}}, \overline{x}_{\text{opt}}) \). A Gaussian function was fitted to the distribution and the minimum of the approximated fitness of noise, \( F_{\text{noise,min}} \), was determined using the fitted function. As a result, inequality 4.9 reduces to

\[ F(\overline{x}, \overline{x}_{\text{fit}}) \leq F(x_{\text{meas}}, \overline{x}_{\text{fit}}) - F_{\text{noise,min}}. \] (4.11)
This inequality gives an upper limit for the nonideal fit \( F(x, x_{\text{fit}}) \) when the effect of noise is approximated to be as minimal as possible. Recall here that \( F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{fit}}) \) is obtained from a fitting process but the minimum value for the fitness, which depends on noise, is unknown. When the effect of noise is minimized, the rest of fitness can be considered to be a consequence of a nonideal fit. This can be a case when a search algorithm has converged to a local optimum in the neighbourhood of a global optimum or the fitting procedure has met some criteria for termination. To find a maximum of, i.e., the upper limit for \( F(x, x_{\text{fit}}) \), the error determination task reduces to

\[
F(x(p), x_{\text{fit}}) = F(x_{\text{meas}}, x_{\text{fit}}) - F_{\text{noise,min}},
\]

where the noiseless XRR curve \( x(p) \) is varied as the function of a parameter set \( p \). The parameter set \( p \) was optimized radially in a selected plane until equation 4.12 was satisfied. Note that this implementation was similar to the method presented in publication IV producing ellipses in the selected planes, two of them shown in figures 4.17(a) and 4.17(b). Note that the ellipse in figure 4.17(a) is nonparaxial. Similar nonparaxiality was also observed in publication IV.

The determined parameters were 42.4±0.12 nm (±0.3%) for the thickness, 3.15±0.11 g cm\(^{-3}\) (±3.5%) for the mass density and 0.8 ± 0.06 nm (±7.5%) for the surface roughness, as shown in table 4.1. It is worth noticing now that the relative upper error limits are in the same scale with the relative lower error limits obtained in publication IV.

To compare the errors, XRR curve fitting was also performed using the \( \chi^2 \) measure since \( \chi^2 \) is very sensitive to the mass density. Table 4.1 shows the determined XRR parameters for \( \chi^2 \) and \( F \), the differences in the parameters and the computed error for \( F \). As it was seen from figure 3.6(a), \( \chi^2 \) cannot match the right tail of the curve and thus the difference in the thickness values is considerably higher than the calculated error. The computed error for the roughness is greater than the difference in the roughness values which supports the validity of the computed error. The difference in the mass density values, on the other hand, is slightly higher than the estimated error. Recall here that the error analysis assumed sufficiently large number of datapoints and photon counts. Therefore the inaccuracy of results given by the novel method is increased since these conditions are not met accurately. However, the applied formalism still gives reasonable results matching with the differences in the determined XRR parameters.

The presented error limits are upper limits in a case of a sufficient number of sampling points and photon counts. In practice, the determined error is an asymptotic estimate for the error (see appendix of publication V) and requires fine tuning to be done in future. The significance of the presented method is its capability to take into account a systematic error caused by a nonideal fit which may be difficult with classical methods. The novel method requires two parameters to be defined:
Figure 4.17: (a) Error limits of the solution for the mass density $\rho$ and surface roughness $\sigma$. (b) Error limits of the solution for the thickness $t$ and surface roughness $\sigma$ [publ. V].

- The statistical significance level $\alpha$. The significance level is a userdefined parameter and it can be selected to meet the required confidence level.

- The number of simulations for the distribution of the fitness of noise. The number of simulations affects the accuracy of the results and should be as large as possible.

Since the presented novel method does not contain arbitrary parameters, it gives objectively an estimate for the upper limit of the error when the convergence of a search algorithm to the optimal fit is not guaranteed.
Table 4.1: XRR parameters determined with $F$ and $\chi^2$ denoted as † and ‡, respectively. * denotes a parameter which was fixed during the fitting procedure. Differences are the parameter deviations in the principal $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ layers. Error† is calculated using $F$ measure. The parameters are here presented with three decimal accuracy for the thickness $t$, the AlO mass density $\rho$ and the surface roughness $\sigma$ [publ. V].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>$t$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$\sigma$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$†</td>
<td>42.393</td>
<td>3.152</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate†</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>2.33*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$‡</td>
<td>42.152</td>
<td>3.044</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate‡</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>2.330*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>$\Delta t$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\Delta \rho$ (g cm$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta \sigma$ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error†</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Summary

Recently emerged technology for thin film fabrication, called atomic layer deposition (ALD), has reached wide attention in various fields of science and industry. This is due to the unique nature of ALD where self-limited growth of a film provides digital control of the thickness in subnanometer scale. This extremely good thickness control, on the other hand, is difficult to be verified in the given scale of the accuracy.

In the verification, x-ray reflectivity (XRR) has become a more widely accepted thin film characterization method due to its better accuracy compared to the conventional noncontact methods, such as ellipsometry. The major benefit of XRR is the short wavelength of x-rays allowing very accurate thin film thickness determination. However, XRR has suffered from the lack of dedicated and efficient analytical tools thus limiting the utilization of the full potential provided by XRR. This has been, in fact, a significant limitation in every day material research.

In XRR, material parameters are solved from a measurement by a fitting of a theoretical curve to the measurement. Important part here is also error analysis of the found parameters. This means that the scientist should be an experienced experimentalist and a theorist simultaneously if proper analytical tools are not available. However, scientist are typically concentrated either on experiments or on theoretical inspections and thus this significant multidisciplinary topic between the research areas has not gained wider attention before.

This dissertation works with this rarely studied area of x-ray reflectivity. Novel fitting algorithms and tools for error analysis were developed during this work. In the development of novel fitting algorithms, the layer models to be optimized were mimicking realistic atomic layer deposited AlO/ZnO nanolaminates. Layer models mimicking ALD AlO layers were used in the error analysis.

In the studies of the novel fitting algorithms, the rotation of coordinates was utilized during the crossover phase to reduce interparameter dependencies, called genetic linkage. The rotation of coordinates was based on Hessian covariance matrices where the eigenvectors of these matrices were forming a new basis. The crossover was performed in the rotated coordinates and the new combinations were transformed back to the original coordinates. It was shown that these novel genetic algorithms have better convergence properties than genetic algorithms without coordinate ro-
It was also observed that the statistical covariance approach is clearly better than the Hessian method. The success of the statistical approach in genetic linkage reduction was extended to be investigated with the genetic algorithm using independent component analysis (ICAGA). ICAGA had better convergence properties than the classical genetic algorithm and the covariance approach. The result suggested that ICAGA is the best method to analyze multiperiodic layer structures.

The error analysis was started by studying the sensitivity properties of XRR. The work was based on empirical models describing the features of an ALD AlO structure on silicon. The sensitivity analysis was performed using fitness landscapes which were describing the behaviour of fitness as a function of the applied parameters. The analysis based on the fitness landscapes revealed that the error in the mass density parameter can compensate the error in surface roughness in a certain way. The analysis showed objectively that these parameters have some crosscorrelation in the determination as thought by many skilled experimentalists. However, the analysis was restricted to the studied case and cannot be easily generalized to other cases.

The error analysis was approached by studying the effect of Poisson noise on the accuracy of XRR analysis. A statistical p-value test was used to study a hypothesis which argued that another than the exact solution gives the best fitness. The exact solution was assumed equal to the fit given by a fitting algorithm and thus the accuracy is limited by Poisson noise. In the studied case the accuracy was found to be $\pm 0.09$ nm with the 99% confidence level which is the lower limit, or the minimum, of the error.

The previous analysis assumed, however, that the fitting procedure is carried out perfectly and all the uncertainty in the results is a consequence of noise. This is, however, a nonvalid assumption in general. Typically the fitting procedure is carried out using a formalism and a layer model which are not fully describing instrumental and structural properties accurately. These factors together with a nonideal fit increase the fitness being more than a minimum fitness caused by Poisson noise. In this case one can get an approximation for the minimum fitness from the artificially generated fitness distribution by a separate simulation. This idea was utilized in the last publication where the original fitness obtained from the fitting was shown to be a sum of the minimum fitness and a nonideal fit. This nonideal fit was assumed to include all the nonidealities of instrumentation and the fitting thus meaning an upper limit of the error done in the analysis. Atomic layer deposited aluminium oxide layer was measured with XRR and the determined error of thickness was $\pm 0.12$ nm with the confidence level of 99%.

The work presented in this dissertation consisted of novel genetic fitting algorithms and statistical error analysis methods. The novel genetic algorithms had considerably better robustness than the classical genetic algorithm thus significantly improving the XRR analysis of complex layer structures. Previously rarely examined error analysis in XRR was studied with simple layer structures and the methods
developed in this thesis can be used in practical every day material research. For future work the behaviour of the genetic algorithm using independent component analysis should be explored further to improve the understanding of the algorithm. Also the possibility to reduce the dimensionality of the problems using advanced methods should be investigated in order to decrease the time used in the separation of components. Also the nonlinear–fitness–space structure adaptation used in the first publication, should be developed further. Finally, finite sampling and photon counting effects have yet to be included into the error analysis. Also the implementation used in the error analysis needs improving.
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